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Abstract
Multigenerational oxidation chemistry of atmospheric organic compounds and its ef-
fects on aerosol loadings and chemical composition is investigated by implementing the
Two-Dimensional Volatility Basis Set (2-D-VBS) in a Lagrangian host chemical trans-
port model. Three model formulations were chosen to explore the complex interactions5
between functionalization and fragmentation processes during gas-phase oxidation of
organic compounds by the hydroxyl radical. The base case model employs a conserva-
tive transformation by assuming a reduction of one order of magnitude in effective sat-
uration concentration and an increase of oxygen content by one or two oxygen atoms
per oxidation generation. A second scheme simulates functionalization in more detail10
using group contribution theory to estimate the effects of oxygen addition to the car-
bon backbone on the compound volatility. Finally, a fragmentation scheme is added to
the detailed functionalization scheme to create a functionalization-fragmentation pa-
rameterization. Two condensed-phase chemistry pathways are also implemented as
additional sensitivity tests to simulate (1) heterogeneous oxidation via OH uptake to15
the particle-phase and (2) aqueous-phase chemistry of glyoxal and methylglyoxal. The
model is applied to summer and winter periods at three sites where observations of
organic aerosol (OA) mass and O:C were obtained during the European Integrated
Project on Aerosol Cloud Climate and Air Quality Interactions (EUCAARI) campaigns.
The base case model reproduces observed mass concentrations and O:C well, with20
fractional errors (FE) lower than 55% and 25%, respectively. The detailed functional-
ization scheme tends to overpredict OA concentrations, especially in the summertime,
and also underpredicts O:C by approximately a factor of 2. The detailed functionaliza-
tion model with fragmentation agrees well with the observations for OA concentration,
but still underpredicts O:C. Both heterogeneous oxidation and aqueous-phase pro-25
cessing have small effects on OA levels but heterogeneous oxidation, as implemented
here, does enhance O:C by about 0.1. The different schemes result in very different
fractional attribution for OA between anthropogenic and biogenic sources.
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1 Introduction
Atmospheric fine particulate mass (PM2.5) has been implicated in negative health out-
comes in human populations (Pope et al., 2009) and it represents an uncertain link
between anthropogenic activities and global climate forcing (IPCC, 2007; Isaksen et
al., 2009) . Although associations between the specific chemical composition of these5
particles and their health and climate effects are complex and remain uncertain, a sig-
nificant fraction (20–90%) of fine particulate mass is directly attributable to organic
compounds (Zhang et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2010b). A thorough understanding of
the formation pathways and atmospheric evolution of these gas- and aerosol-phase
compounds is necessary in order to understand the atmospheric particle system as a10
whole.
The atmospheric organic aerosol (OA) system is complex. OA consists of thousands
of individual compounds (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007), each with their own character-
istic emission sources, volatilities, chemical reactivity with regard to the hydroxyl radical
and other atmospheric oxidants and degradation pathways (Atkinson and Arey, 2003;15
Kanakidou et al., 2005; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Hallquist et al., 2009). It has long
been known that oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOC) can lead to production
of semivolatile species that readily partition to the particle phase (Grosjean and Sein-
feld, 1989; Pandis et al., 1992; Odum et al., 1997; Griffin et al., 1999). However, our
understanding is based on laboratory observations made over timescales on the order20
of hours to a day, but atmospheric particles are typically airborne for about a week
(Pandis et al., 1995), and are continually exposed to oxidants until they are removed.
This continued oxidation (aging) is a complex process with uncertain impacts.
Efforts to describe the evolution of OA mass concentration over time in computa-
tional models have followed two general approaches recently: (1) explicit simulation of25
the emission, gas/particle partitioning and deposition of specific identifiable chemical
species (Griffin et al., 2002; Pun et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2006) or (2) treatment
of species relevant to organic aerosol formation via classes of compounds lumped by
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similarities in some intensive property such as volatility, carbon number, oxidation state,
or polarity (Donahue et al., 2006, 2011; Pankow and Barsanti, 2009). The first approach
may eventually be able to explain OA formation and aging based on first principles (Au-
mont et al., 2005). However, the current uncertainty about the physical properties of
many of these species (e.g. vapor pressure, activity coefficients) and the correspond-5
ing rates of the various chemical pathways introduce substantial uncertainties in the
results of this approach. In addition the computational burden of explicitly modeling
the atmospheric transport and fate of thousands of species makes implementation of
this explicit approach in a regional- or global-scale chemical transport model (CTM)
extremely challenging. The second approach exploits the highly “averaged” nature of10
the real atmosphere and tries to describe the initial oxidation and subsequent aging
processes as they act on primary organic compounds. Treating the OA system as a
conceptually simplified mixture of surrogate chemical species is advantageous when
predicting the OA concentration and properties in a large-scale CTM.
The two-dimensional volatility basis set (2-D-VBS) tracks volatility (as effective sat-15
uration mass concentration, C∗, in µgm−3) and oxidation state (as ratio of elemental
oxygen to carbon, O:C) of a population of organic compounds (Jimenez et al., 2009).
The scheme directly uses effective saturation concentration to predict OA mass con-
centration after gas-particle equilibrium is achieved through an absorptive partitioning
process. The O:C dimension allows comparison of model predictions with aerosol mass20
spectrometer (AMS) measurements to evaluate our conceptual model of atmospheric
organic aerosol aging. O:C is a useful metric for analyzing OA aging in that species
generally increase in O:C with every oxidation reaction (Kroll et al., 2011; Murphy et
al., 2011). Volatility, on the other hand, should change to some degree with every oxi-
dation step but may increase or decrease with complex dependencies on the nature of25
the reaction mechanism. A key is the relative role of functionalization processes, which
tend to decrease volatility, and fragmentation of C-C bonds, which tends to increase
volatility (Kroll et al., 2009; Chacon-Madrid et al., 2010). The complicated interactions
between functionalizing and fragmenting pathways and the rates at which they occur
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in both the vapor and aerosol phases will likely influence source-receptor relationships
as well as the strength of urban enhancement over regional background levels. Un-
fortunately, isolating these processes in smog-chamber experiments is an exceedingly
difficult task. We argue that a CTM employing the 2-D-VBS combined with the corre-
sponding field measurements is well-suited to probe the sensitivity of modeled atmo-5
spheric OA formation to various aging schemes and assess the reasonableness with
which those schemes represent both ambient OA loadings and chemical composition.
The 2-D-VBS scheme has been evaluated for one measurement site from the EU-
CAARI summer campaign (Murphy et al., 2011). That study used a Lagrangian CTM
to model one-dimensional columns of air as they approached Finokalia, a remote loca-10
tion on the island of Crete in Greece. The base-case OA aging model assumed that the
products from each OH aging reaction have an effective saturation concentration one
order of magnitude lower than the reactant. This scheme is a simple parameterization
of the effects of aging on organic compounds that was based on laboratory and CTM
studies (Robinson et al., 2007; Lane et al., 2008; Grieshop et al., 2009; Murphy and15
Pandis, 2009). The model performed reasonably well in predicting OA mass and O:C
for the Finokalia summer study. Several sensitivity tests were also performed, all based
on the fundamental assumption that organic compounds only functionalized when oxi-
dized. Those tests revealed that continually reducing the volatility of both anthropogenic
and biogenic OA compounds (assuming a reasonable reaction rate constant with the20
hydroxyl radical, kOH = 1×10−11 cm3molec−1 s−1) would overpredict the OA measured
at Finokalia; similar conclusions have been reached with 3-D CTMs (Lane et al., 2008;
Murphy and Pandis, 2010). Those studies interpreted this overprediction as a possible
indication that multigenerational aging results in a net average decrease in volatility for
anthropogenic SOA but no net average change in volatility for biogenic SOA, presum-25
ably due to a balancing of fragmentation and functionalization effects. This assumption
has consequences for the fraction of total OA mass that the model predicts to be at-
tributed to anthropogenic or biogenic sources and should be further investigated. The
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current study, by explicitly including detailed functionalization and fragmentation of SOA
from all sources, takes a more rigorous look at this assumption.
Understanding has grown significantly in the last decade of both condensed-phase
chemistry involving hydroxyl radical reactive uptake to OA containing particles (Rudich
et al., 2007) as well as aqueous-phase processing of species like glyoxal and methyl-5
glyoxal (Carlton et al., 2008; Sareen et al., 2010; Ervens et al., 2011). However, these
processes are still regarded as highly uncertain contributors to atmospheric OA chem-
istry (Fuzzi et al., 2006; Hallquist et al., 2009). Aqueous-phase chemistry may enhance
O:C or OAmass significantly if it can produce low volatility compounds with high oxygen
content. The base-case mechanism is constrained by smog-chamber studies which, for10
the most part, have found it difficult to reproduce the high ambient O:C values as high
as ambient measurements (Chhabra et al., 2010; Ng et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2010). Re-
cently, Chen et al. (2011) produced SOA from isoprene with higher O:C (0.75–0.88) but
results with α-pinene and β-caryophyllene SOA were much lower (0.33–0.52 and 0.33–
0.54, respectively). Those authors hypothesized that particle-phase reactions close the15
gap between chemical composition measured in the lab and that observed in the field.
Here we implement reasonable approximations to condensed-phase processes and
analyze their impacts on model-predicted OA mass concentrations and O:C over rele-
vant atmospheric timescales.
Building on the Murphy et al. (2011) framework, we extend the analysis in the cur-20
rent study to include two more measurement sites with good AMS datasets (Mace
Head, Ireland and Cabauw, Netherlands), and explore model behavior for a winter pe-
riod (February/March 2009). Further, we introduce more detailed functionalization and
fragmentation schemes to the model and assess them at these particular sites. Finally,
we examine the impact on model predictions of both OA concentration and O:C when25
other proposed OA formation pathways (heterogeneous hydroxyl uptake and aqueous-
phase processing) are incorporated in the model framework.
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2 Application to the EUCAARI campaigns
2.1 Measurements
One of the major objectives of the EUCAARI campaigns was quantification of the rela-
tionship between anthropogenic aerosol particles and regional air quality (Kulmala et
al., 2009). Several AMS instruments were deployed to sites throughout Europe in May5
2008 and February/March 2009 during EUCAARI intensives (Kulmala et al., 2011).
This study will focus on observations made at two remote sites (Finokalia, Greece and
Mace Head, Ireland) and one suburban site (Cabauw, Netherlands). In this way, the
model will be evaluated not only under a variety of meteorological and photochemical
conditions, but also under a variety of source influences.10
Summertime observations at Finokalia were conducted from 8 May to 4 June 2008
(Pikridas et al., 2010). The solar radiation was intense during the period, with daily
maxima always exceeding 850Wm−2. The non-refractory PM1 chemical composition
was measured with an Aerodyne quadrupole aerosol mass spectrometer (Q-AMS) as
described in detail by Hildebrandt et al. (2010a). Using the organic mass at m/z 4415
as measured by the Q-AMS, they estimated O:C with the parameterization of Aiken et
al. (2008). The contribution from m/z 57 (characteristic of fresh, hydrocarbon-like or-
ganic species) was barely detectable throughout the campaign, indicating that heavily
aged organic aerosol was arriving at the site regardless of the source location. The win-
ter campaign at Finokalia took place from 25 February to 25 March 2009 and the OA20
was much less oxidized than in the summer (average O:C=0.5 and 0.8, respectively)
as documented by Hildebrandt et al. (2010b). That study also found the OA chemical
composition to be much more variable in the winter than the summer and concluded
that decreases in photochemical activity in the wintertime likely explain the discrep-
ancy. Here we have chosen 9 summer days and 10 winter days for evaluation because25
these days were characterized by air parcels originating from Europe within the previ-
ous 48 h instead of originating from Africa or from western parts of the Mediterranean
Sea, where emission inventories are more uncertain.
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The Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station is influenced by air masses that
range from exceedingly clean (those that arrive directly from the North Atlantic to the
west) to polluted continental outflow (Dall’Osto et al., 2010). Here, a High Resolution
Time of Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) was deployed from 16 May
to 13 June 2008 and 26 February to 26 March 2009. O:C values were calculated ex-5
plicitly rather than estimated from the m/z 44 results. Parcel trajectories arriving from
the European continent tended to correlate with warm, sunny conditions, leading to
higher degrees of oxidation. We focus on periods when polluted air masses arrived at
the site from Europe, selecting 7 summer days and 5 winter days.
The model must be able to capture near-source OA formation and processing in ad-10
dition to longer-range regional transport and aging. The Cabauw station is located in a
rural, agricultural area of the Netherlands; however, it is close to large urban sources
(about 30 km from Rotterdam and Utrecht, 50 km from Amsterdam). Organic aerosol
concentrations were observed with a HR-ToF-AMS from 28 April to 30 May 2008 and
25 February to 25 March 2009. The summer dates were characterized by regional pol-15
lution events with high contribution of organics to PM1 (Morgan et al., 2010a), whereas
in winter nitrate was the dominant component (Mensah et al., 2011). Dates from these
sets were selected for model comparison in order to avoid regional stagnation events
that would make simulation with a one-dimensional Lagrangian transport model ex-
ceedingly difficult. This selection criterion still includes parcels that have arrived from20
nearby countries east or southeast of the Netherlands. Eight summer and 10 winter
days were chosen.
2.2 Chemical Transport Model
The CTM host model used in the current study was described in detail by Murphy
et al. (2011). Briefly, the model simulates a one-dimensional column of air as it is25
advected through the European continental domain by wind fields obtained from the
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2008). A 10 grid-
cell vertical column reaches 2.5 km in the atmosphere, with the first cell rising from the
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surface to 60m height. The model takes into account atmospheric transport and chem-
ical processes, including hourly emissions (both anthropogenic and biogenic), dry and
wet deposition of gases and aerosols, gas-phase chemistry (SAPRC-99) and vertical
turbulent dispersion. WRF is used offline to calculate the hourly gridded meteorolog-
ical parameters (vertical dispersion coefficients, temperature, pressure, water vapor,5
clouds, and rainfall) that are used as inputs to the CTM.
Anthropogenic and biogenic emissions are input as hourly gridded fields. Anthro-
pogenic gases include land emissions from the GEMS dataset (Visschedijk et al., 2007)
and emissions from international shipping activities. Anthropogenic particulate matter
mass emissions of organic and elemental carbon are based on the Pan-European10
Carbonaceous Aerosol Inventory (EUCAARI deliverable D42, 2009) that has been de-
veloped as part of the EUCAARI activities (Kulmala et al., 2009, 2011). Three differ-
ent datasets are combined in order to produce the biogenic gridded emissions for the
model. Emissions from ecosystems are produced offline by the Model of Emissions
of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) (Guenther et al., 2006). Since sea sur-15
face covers a considerable portion of the domain, the marine aerosol model developed
by O’Dowd et al. (2008) has been used with the submicron aerosol sea-spray source
function from Geever et al. (2005) to estimate mass fluxes for both accumulation and
coarse mode including the organic aerosol fraction. Wind speed data from WRF and
chlorophyll-a concentrations are the inputs needed for the marine aerosol model. Wild-20
fire emissions were also included (Sofiev et al., 2008a, b).
The Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model
(Draxler et al., 2009) is used to calculate 72 h back trajectories for each arriving air
parcel. For consistency, this study uses the same meteorological fields (calculated by
WRF) as input to HYSPLIT to calculate the back trajectories. To help mitigate uncer-25
tainty from wind shear, 20 trajectories are calculated for each arrival time by vary-
ing the height of the arriving parcel from ground level to the 2.5 km model ceiling.
The HYSPLIT clustering analysis utility is then used to estimate the path of one tra-
jectory that best represents the origins of the 20 sample trajectories simultaneously.
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PMCAMx-2008 includes an additional OA model species that is advected from outside
the regional model boundaries. This species, background OA (bgOA), is assumed to
be highly aged with very low volatility, and will be shown to be a minor influence on total
OA mass concentrations at all of the sites for the model evaluation days chosen.
3 Organic aerosol aging5
The OA module used for this study is based on the 2-D-VBS framework described in
Donahue et al. (2011). Organic aerosol mass is segregated into 12 bins along an axis
of effective saturation concentration (C∗ = 10−5 to 106 µgm−3 at 300K) separated by an
order of magnitude. This range includes intermediate volatility and semivolatile com-
pounds important for atmospheric OA formation as well as low- and very low-volatility10
compounds that are important for comparisons to thermodenuder observations. Each
C∗ interval contains 13 bins to describe O:C (0.0 to 1.2 incremented by 0.1), so the
complete 2-D-VBS for a given source class contains 156 bins.
Five OA source classes are resolved: (1) aSOA formed from the oxidation of anthro-
pogenic VOCs, (2) bSOA formed from oxidation of biogenic VOCs, (3) POA species15
emitted with C∗ ≤ 1000 µgm−3, which may evaporate and recondense during atmo-
spheric transport, (4) OH oxidation products of the semivolatile primary emissions,
known as semi-volatile SOA (sSOA), and, (5) intermediate volatility SOA (iSOA) from
primary emissions with C∗ > 1000 µgm−3. We parameterize emissions of these inter-
mediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs) with the often-used 1.5 times the original20
POA mass emission rate (Robinson et al., 2007; Murphy and Pandis, 2009; Hodzic et
al., 2010; Tsimpidi et al., 2010). This mass is susceptible to homogeneous oxidation by
OH and may go to lower volatility and condense to form SOA.
For first-generation SOA yields from anthropogenic and biogenic VOCs, we use pa-
rameters that have been applied to the eastern US, Mexico City and EUCAARI domains25
with reasonable success (Murphy and Pandis, 2010; Tsimpidi et al., 2010; Fountoukis
et al., 2011). In previous work, these first-generation products were assumed to have
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a uniform O:C of 0.4 in the base case, but an alternative parameterization was con-
sidered with O:C varying with the saturation concentration of the product (Murphy et
al., 2011). Given that the trend of increasing O:C with decreasing volatility has been
confirmed in several laboratory and field studies (Huffman et al., 2009; Kostenidou et
al., 2009; Shilling et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011), this work will assume5
the latter, variable parameterization for first-generation SOA for all cases.
3.1 Base-case functionalization scheme
The primary focus of this work is to explore a variety of proposed OA aging schemes,
and the effect they have on predicted organic mass concentrations and O:C values.
The base-case model configuration used here is an extension of the one-dimensional10
volatility basis set (1-D-VBS) and is described in detail in Murphy et al. (2011). That
scheme reasonably reproduced summertime organic mass and O:C observations at
Finokalia. The scheme approximates the effects of functionalizing organic compounds
through oxidation by OH after formation of the first-generation semivolatile products
(SOA and its attendant vapors) from traditional VOC oxidation. Each reaction is as-15
sumed to reduce saturation concentration by one order of magnitude and to add one
or two oxygen atoms to the carbon skeleton with equal probability. For this case, an
OH reaction rate constant equal to 1×10−11 cm3molec−1 s−1 will be applied to the
condensable gases in equilibrium with traditional anthropogenic SOA products and
4×10−11 cm3molec−1 s−1 for those gas-phase species in equilibrium with sSOA and20
iSOA. Consistent with Murphy et al. (2011), traditional biogenic condensable gases
are aged at an equal rate to the traditional anthropogenic species, but reactions are
assumed not to decrease their saturation concentrations, only increase their oxygen
content, with functionalization and fragmentation in a rough balance.
Another benefit of the 2-D-VBS framework is that this model explicitly describes the25
OM to OC ratio. Past studies (Shrivastava et al., 2008; Grieshop et al., 2009; Murphy
and Pandis, 2009; Farina et al., 2010; Hodzic et al., 2010) estimated the amount of
organic mass added based on rough assumptions about the net addition of oxygen
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and possible hydrogen loss for each aging step. Because oxygen content is tracked
by the O:C axis, total organic matter (OM) can be calculated online as described by
Murphy et al. (2011). That study reported an average total organic mass addition of
16% per OH oxidation reaction, but this value is somewhat variable.
The one-bin shift functionalization scheme just described has certain implications for5
the behavior of the OA population as a whole. First, because oxidation lowers satura-
tion concentration one bin per reaction, if only homogenous gas-phase reactions are
considered, SOA mass tends to accumulate in the saturation concentration bin corre-
sponding to the total atmospheric loading (typically 0.1 to 10 µgm−3). In other words,
once the species condense they are no longer susceptible to oxidation, and will stay in10
this bin. The model will predict negligible SOA mass at effective saturation concentra-
tions below 0.01 µgm−3. Second, because only one direction of volatility transformation
is considered, oxidation reactions will progressively move mass to lower volatility bins
and enhance OA concentrations as an air parcel continues along its trajectory. This
aggressive addition of mass is inconsistent with known chemistry (Atkinson and Arey,15
2003; Kroll et al., 2009) and may lead to overestimation at medium to long aging time
scales (Grieshop et al., 2009).
This study will address both of these concerns by first implementing a functionaliza-
tion scheme that is based on group contribution methods to predict vapor pressures
of likely products, followed by implementing a fragmentation scheme that takes into20
account C-C bond scission that likely occurs at moderate to high O:C.
3.2 Detailed functionalization scheme
This section describes the approach used to model functionalization of organic species
in the 2-D-VBS. A more extensive explanation is given in Jimenez et al. (2009). An im-
portant underlying assumption here is that compounds under this model framework25
(with a certain C∗ and O:C) are chemically similar enough to have a common av-
erage aging behavior during an aging reaction. It is for this reason that the model
includes the initial step of oxidation of SOA precursors that is based on traditional
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SOA chamber yield parameterizations: explicitly modeled species have unique chem-
istry, but the products map into one of the 2-D-VBS classes described above. After
the unique first-generation step, we hypothesize that aging is carried out primarily by
reaction with OH and can be written as follows:
ROG+OH→
NO∑
i=1
NC∗∑
j=1
αi ,jPi ,j (1)5
where ROG is a specific reactive organic gas and αi ,j is the stoichiometric yield of
the product, Pi ,j with i oxygen atoms added relative to the organic gas parent and
experiences a change in volatility by j volatility bins relative to the parent. NC∗ is the
total number of volatility intervals. The number of oxygen atoms added per genera-
tion of oxidation, i , will vary depending on the particular chemical pathway followed.10
Here we assume that NO = 3, with 50% of the reaction adding two oxygen atoms(
NC∗∑
j=1
α2,j
)
, 20% adding one
(
NC∗∑
j=1
α1,j
)
, and 30% adding three
(
NC∗∑
j=1
α3,j
)
. Each
number of added oxygens results in a different distribution of volatility reduction. Here,
we use the trends outlined by Donahue et al. (2011) and informed by the SIMPOL group
contribution methods developed by Pankow and Asher (2008). On average, each addi-15
tion of an -OH functionality should be accompanied by an=O addition. This would lead
to an average volatility reduction of −1.75 in log10C∗ per oxygen group added. Recog-
nizing that this is an average, we center a distribution around this volatility change,
and write an aging kernel that assigns products as a function of volatility and number
of oxygen atoms added (Table 1). The kernel is applied to every organic surrogate20
species (every combination of saturation concentration and O:C). The transformation
must be mapped from the kernel, which describes the number of added oxygens, to
the y-axis of the 2-D-VBS, which is O:C. Each point in the 2-D-VBS has a different
average carbon number (Donahue et al., 2011) and thus will inform the translation
from number of added oxygen atoms to change in O:C (Murphy et al., 2011). As an25
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example, Table 2, shows the reaction stoichiometry that would result for a species with
O:C=0.4 and C∗ = 10000 µgm−3. Coefficients in Table 1 are in carbon mass units and
were transformed to total mass units online with the approach documented previously.
The coefficients in Table 2 are for total mass. For this detailed aging case, we relax
the assumption that biogenic SOA species age differently than their traditional anthro-5
pogenic SOA counterparts and treat all of the mass similarly after the first generation
of oxidation.
3.3 Fragmentation scheme
Breaking carbon bonds leads to products with lower carbon numbers than the parent,
but not necessarily higher volatility since radical fragments will functionalize after they10
fragment. As described in the supplemental information of Jimenez et al. (2009), given
that molecules of many structures exist in one surrogate species bin, it is likely that
functional groups will exist in many locations throughout the carbon backbone. The
locations of these functional groups will affect the probability of fragmenting at any
given site, so we assume that this site of attack is on average randomly and thus15
uniformly distributed across the backbone as well. Since this uniform distribution acts
on a molar basis, the mass distribution of the products will be weighted towards larger
carbon number fragments. The O:C of the larger fragments will likely be similar to
the O:C of the reactant hydrocarbon, and so these fragments will move directly right
in the 2-D-VBS space, increasing in volatility but not in O:C. However, the smallest20
fragments will have a much larger O:C than the reactant. We represent this feature by
assigning mass in all of the volatility bins to the right of the midpoint (from the reactant
volatility bin to the highest modeled bin) O:C values that move diagonally towards the
highest modeled O:C. Because some of these fragments will be radicals, we apply the
functionalization kernel from section 3.2 to a portion of those fragmentation products.25
The stable molecules remain at the C∗ and O:C values resulting from the first part of
the fragmentation process.
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The branching ratio between the functionalization and fragmentation pathways must
also be parameterized. Highly reduced, large organic species typical of primary emis-
sions and driving first-generation SOA formation are likely to only add functionalities
rather than fragment upon oxidation. As they age, though, and functional groups are
added along the backbone, fragmentation becomes more likely. Ultimately, oxidation5
must result in CO2 if a mechanism were carried through to its thermodynamic end-
point. The fragmentation branching ratio is parameterized with the following relation-
ship (Donahue et al., 2012):
βfrag = (O : C)
(1/6) (2)
The branching ratio, βfrag, equals 0 if the compound has no oxygen and only function-10
alizes upon oxidation. βfrag will equal 1 if the reactant compound is so oxygenated that
almost all of the products are fragmented when reacted with OH. This dependence on
O:C ensures that compounds will most likely fragment after reaching O:C=0.4.
3.4 Condensed-phase aging
Two additional sensitivity cases to the detailed model configuration employing function-15
alization and fragmentation will be explored: (1) OH uptake and reaction in the particle
phase, and (2) aqueous-phase SOA formation.
In addition to degrading gas-phase organic compounds, hydroxyl radicals can also
collide with particles and react with OA molecules in the particle phase (or on the
particle surface). This study uses the same theoretical assumptions that appeared in20
Murphy et al. (2011). The model does not explicitly account for the size dependence
of OH uptake; instead it simulates this reaction similarly to the gas-phase mechanism
but with a reduced rate constant (kOH = 6×10−12 cm3molec−1 s−1) to account for rate
limitations due to diffusion (Weitkamp et al., 2008). This value is suggested as an upper
bound by Jimenez et al. (2009), and is a factor of 3 larger than that used in previous25
work (Murphy et al., 2011), in which this heterogeneous process was found not to affect
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either predicted OA concentrations or O:C significantly at Finokalia during the summer
period. The products from each heterogeneous OH reaction are distributed with the
same aging kernels applied to the gas-phase aging reactions. This is a source of un-
certainty but little information exists regarding product distributions of heterogeneous-
phase OH chemistry.5
Aqueous-phase chemistry is considered here for the dissolution of glyoxal and
methylglyoxal into the particulate aqueous phase followed by reaction with the hydroxyl
radical to form oxalic acid and oxalic-acid like products (Carlton et al., 2008; Myrioke-
falitakis et al., 2011). The solubilities of glyoxal and methylglyoxal are parameterized
through their effective Henry’s law constants (3×105 and 3.7×103Matm−1, respec-10
tively). This aqueous-phase mass reacts with aqueous OH (Heff = 25Matm−1; Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006) to form oxalic acid with a reaction rate constant of 3.1×109mol−1 s−1
(Myriokefalitakis et al., 2011). This OA mass is subject to wet and dry deposition in the
host transport model after formation. We assume O:C=1.7 for SOA from glyoxal and
1.5 for that from methylglyoxal, consistent with chamber experiments (Ervens et al.,15
2011).
4 Results
4.1 Base-case functionalization scheme
The base-case scheme presents a relatively simple approach to aging chemistry, yet it
reproduces diurnally averaged OA concentrations and O:C at the three EUCAARI sites20
reasonably well in both seasons (Fig. 1a, b). The model predicts OA concentrations bet-
ter for summer conditions than winter at all three sites, with fractional error not exceed-
ing 35% for summer (Table 3). For winter, the base-case model performs similarly for
Finokalia and Cabauw, but overpredicts in Mace Head (fractional error=88%). Frac-
tional biases indicate overestimation of OA mass concentrations during both seasons25
at Finokalia and Cabauw, with stronger overestimation during the winter. The Mace
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Head OA mass concentration predictions are consistently overpredicted in the winter
time (fractional bias=84%). The root-mean-square-error for this particular dataset is
also the worst, indicating possible problems with the winter emissions inventory near
Ireland, or a problem with the application of the IVOC emission parameterization to
sources in Western Europe. Otherwise, the base-case model appears to be behaving5
consistently throughout a range of low to moderate organic mass loadings.
O:C (Table 4) predictions are encouraging (fractional error ≤28%, fractional bias
≤ ±28%). The absolute magnitude of O:C predicted, which varies from 0.34 to 0.66, is
also in agreement with AMS observations reported by Ng et al. (2010). Oxygenation is
clearly underpredicted at Finokalia during the summer period. This result was seen in10
previous work (Murphy et al., 2011), but it was also noted that biases in the conversion
from m/z 44 (measured by the AMS) to O:C could introduce up to 20% uncertainty in
the observations. Still, the model reproduces the trend of higher O:C ratios with longer
transport times from sources that is seen in the ambient data.
The volatility distributions shown in Fig. 2a and b correspond to the average state of15
OA and organic vapor mass of parcels arriving at the Cabauw ground site at 09:00 a.m.
and 06:00 p.m. LT, respectively. These distributions illustrate an important feature of
the simple scheme used for this base case. These figures are snapshots of different
parcels at one location (Cabauw) rather than of the same air parcel as it continues to be
oxidized, but the basic trend is captured. Organic vapor mass is freshly emitted in the20
morning hours throughout a range of saturation concentrations, and by the afternoon it
is pushed largely into the 0.1 and 1 µgm−3 bins. Moreover, a great deal of vapor mass
is not aged to lower volatility. These are the biogenic secondary organic vapors. If these
were aged under this scheme, the model would likely overpredict OA concentrations
at all sites as was seen in Murphy et al. (2011). Figure 3 shows the O:C distribution of25
parcels arriving at Finokalia at 01:00 p.m. LT averaged over all simulation days for each
of the these three scenarios. The base-case scenario predicts O:C values that peak in
the mid-afternoon and generally increase as the parcel proceeds along its trajectory,
which is consistent with the picture of the atmosphere as an oxidizing environment
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for organic molecules. Given AMS measurements that separate OOA into SV-OOA
and low volatility OOA (LV-OOA), one might expect most OA mass at Finokalia to fall
within a tight range of high O:C representative of a high degree of aging (Hildebrandt
et al., 2010a). Instead, the model-predicted O:C distribution of the parcel as it arrives
at the observation site (far right of Fig. 3a) does not indicate that most OA at Finokalia5
was aged to high O:C but rather that a heavy tail of mass dispersed in O:C space
enhances the O:C weighted average. This may indicate a weakness in the base-case
model’s ability to represent OA aging chemistry accurately or it may reveal a different
perspective of ambient OA worth investigating in field measurements. The figure also
shows an accumulation of mass at very high O:C. As mentioned before, this model10
assumes that bSOA volatility is not affected by aging. Thus most of the aged bSOA
vapors have plenty of opportunity to continue to age in the gas-phase and contribute
to these highly oxygenated species.
4.2 Detailed functionalization scheme
The functionalization kernel constitutes an attempt to more accurately represent the ef-15
fect that addition of alcohol, carbonyl, and acid functionality to the carbon backbone will
have on the volatility of typical atmospheric organic compounds. The products of this
kind of oxidation pathway will likely reduce in saturation concentration by an average of
1.7 decades per added oxygen (3.4 decades per generation), significantly lower than
assumed in the base-case model (1 decade per generation). As a consequence, or-20
ganic mass beginning at higher volatility with little contribution to the condensed phase
(i.e. C∗ > 10 µgm−3) moves to lower volatility faster, enhancing bulk OA concentrations.
This is clearly evident in Fig. 1c as well as Table 3. Predicted organic aerosol concentra-
tions using the functionalization scheme increase and are biased high with a fractional
bias reaching 69% during the summer in Finokalia and 117% during the Mace Head25
winter. Additionally, this scheme relaxes the assumption that aging has no net effect
on the volatility of biogenic SOA and assumes that biogenic SOA ages exactly like its
anthropogenic counterpart species. Much of the OA concentration enhancement seen
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in the resulting prediction comes from aging of this bSOA mass. The most extreme
example is at Finokalia during the summer, where the average concentration of bSOA
mass increases from 0.94 µgm−3 in the base case to 3.73 µgm−3 in the detailed func-
tionalization case (∼300% enhancement). The predicted enhancement in aSOA mass
is comparatively modest, 0.62 to 0.82 µgm−3(∼32% enhancement).5
The effect of this scheme on predicted O:C is also striking. Because, in this model
configuration, fewer generations of oxidation are necessary to yield low volatility OA,
the average O:C of OA formed decreases substantially (almost a factor of 2 at all
sites and seasons). The predicted average O:C falls between 0.26 and 0.37, which
is characteristic of semi-volatile oxygenated organic aerosol (SV-OOA) observed in10
the atmosphere (Ng et al., 2010), but significantly lower than that for bulk OA. This
parameterization predicts an O:C trend that stays relatively constant throughout the
evolution of the air parcel (Fig. 3b). The magnitude at which O:C is constant depends on
both the functionalization kernel (saturation concentration reduction per OH reaction)
and the assumed extent of oxidation of the 1st-generation SOA products. Whereas15
some mass continues to age up to O:C=0.6–0.7, more mass is added at low O:C
values from freshly emitted POA and recently oxidized SOA, and the bulk average
O:C stays relatively constant, despite daily changes in meteorological conditions and
variable emissions sources along the parcel path.
4.3 Fragmentation scheme20
Scission of carbon-carbon bonds due to oxidation may be an important process to
atmospheric organic compound evolution but its overall effects are complex and un-
certain. Our representation of the fragmentation phenomenon results in significant
changes to predicted organic mass concentrations but not to O:C (Fig. 1) when com-
pared to the detailed functionalization case. Bond cleavage results in product species25
with fewer carbons than the reactant molecule. Even though subsequent functional-
ization of these fragments may very well lead to products with lower volatility than
the reactant, the average effect of fragmentation is to increase volatility, as expected.
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This drives a decrease of OA concentrations compared to the detailed functionaliza-
tion case. The fragmentation scenario predicts OA concentrations more similar to the
base-case model configuration, although concentrations are substantially lower (gen-
erally 0.6–1.0 µgm−3 less) for all cases except Cabauw winter, where concentrations
slightly increased. The detailed functionalization/fragmentation scenario includes more5
dynamic pathways for the evolution of aged products (they may increase or decrease
in volatility and O:C by varying magnitudes depending on their location in the 2-D-VBS
space), and from an OA mass concentration perspective, these effects seem to lead to
closer agreement with ambient measurements.
Although OA mass concentration predictions seem to be within reason, the model10
fails to predict the degree of oxygenation observed during the EUCAARI study. Frac-
tional biases (FB) are between −77% and −35%, following closely the detailed
functionalization case. The two worst performing periods were summer in Finokalia
(FB=−77%) and winter in Mace Head (FB=−72%), indicating that this scenario is
deficient in representing aging over long time scales while pollutants are being trans-15
ported to remote sites. The model performs marginally better in suburban Cabauw
(FB=−57% and −46% in summer and winter, respectively), but there is still a clear
discrepancy in the representation of oxidation chemistry as O:C is underpredicted by
a little more than half even in this location that is close to sources. This case also pre-
dicts a rather constant O:C (Fig. 3c) evolution along parcel trajectories, comparable to20
the previous case, which does not consider fragmentation. Mass concentrations are
suppressed by added evaporation when fragmentation is introduced, and this evapora-
tion becomes much more likely after compounds reach O:C=0.4, explaining why the
bulk-average O:C does not grow beyond this level. There is some mass growth at high
O:C (∼1.2), but this mass is a feature of the modeling framework functionalizing highly25
volatile (C∗ ≥ 106 µgm−3) compounds.
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4.4 Condensed-phase aging
4.4.1 Heterogeneous reaction via OH uptake
The effects of particle-phase OA oxidation by OH uptake on total mass loadings are
variable but relatively modest. One case (Finokalia summer) shows OA particulate
mass enhancement, due to particle-phase reactions driving mass to even lower volatil-5
ity, while other cases result in decreases in mass loadings when this chemistry is added
(Table 5). These decreases are due to volatilization of aged organic species from the
particle phase. This sensitivity study illustrates the considerable complexity that hetero-
geneous oxidation processes introduce in conceptual models of atmospheric OA aging.
The overall effect these processes have on organic particulate loadings is a function of10
several variables. The age of the parcel, the specific anthropogenic or biogenic sources
involved, the OAmass loading, the O:C distribution, and local meteorological conditions
all seem to play a role. Noting these complications, though, the net effect of heteroge-
neous chemistry via particle-phase OH reactions was not greater than ±0.4 µgm−3 in
any simulation in this study, even with the upper-bound estimation of the particle-phase15
OH reaction rate constant. These reactions have a more significant, and consistent ef-
fect on the degree of OA oxygenation though. Because oxidation can occur in both the
particulate- and gas-phases and O:C increases with every reaction, it is enhanced for
every case investigated here. Enhancements in O:C appear to be strongly correlated
with exposure to high photochemical activity, as expected. The strongest increases are20
seen during summer periods at all sites and at low latitudes during the winter (O:C
in Finokalia increases from 0.35 to 0.46), where there is more sunlight. The absolute
magnitude of the increase (typically ∼0.1) even at suburban Cabauw in the summer-
time motivates further investigation of these processes, keeping in mind that the rate
of reaction assumed is high compared to what laboratory studies suggest.25
Figure 3d shows that for this scenario, as in the base case, O:C continues to in-
crease as the parcel is transported toward its destination. This is mostly due to a
build-up of mass high in O:C (∼1.1). This mass is oxidized in the particle phase but
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does not volatilize. A major source of uncertainty in this effort is the assumption that
heterogeneous- and gas-phase reactions can be modeled with the same aging kernels.
It is quite possible that chemistry in the condensed-phase would lead to formation of
different products than that in the gas-phase. Thus, the model configuration used here
is only a first guess.5
4.4.2 Aqueous-phase SOA formation
This scenario includes formation of SOA by glyoxal and methylglyoxal absorbed into
cloud water and reacted with hydroxyl radicals absorbed into the same phase. Forma-
tion of these precursor species in the gas-phase by oxidation of hydrocarbons is pa-
rameterized by the SAPRC99 chemical mechanism. Overall, glyoxal formed about two10
orders of magnitude more OA mass than methylglyoxal in all cases. This was expected
given their significant difference in effective Henry’s law constants. Negligible enhance-
ments to both OA mass loadings (≤3%) and O:C (≤10%) at the surface were seen
for the diurnally-averaged, representative days at all sites when this chemical path-
way was added to the detailed functionalization/fragmentation scenario. However, OA15
mass enhancement on some specific days was significantly higher than the average
increase. For example, on 17 March at Mace Head, 0.1 µgm−3 was formed by glyoxal
processing, which is about 10 times the average formation seen for the representative
day evaluated in winter at that site.
The OA production from this scenario is somewhat lower than that seen by Carlton20
et al. (2008), where monthly average carbon mass was increased by ∼0.2 µgCm−3 at
Speciation Trends Network (STN) and IMPROVE measurement sites in the Eastern
United States. It is also lower in absolute magnitude than estimates from observations
of glyoxal during the recent CalNEX campaign, where 0–0.2 µgm−3 organic matter
was attributed to glyoxal processing (Washenfelder et al., 2011). However, the relative25
contribution estimated from that study was 0–4% of total SOA mass formed, which is
similar to the results here. Another important consideration in comparing results among
aqueous-phase processing studies is the episodic nature of this phenomenon that has
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been observed. Carlton et al. (2008) point out that meteorology, including cloud field
variability can play a significant role in model predictions. The current results indicate
that aqueous-phase processing may not be as important from a regional, highly aver-
aged perspective. Thus individual model studies should be compared with each other
and with measurements for the same time and location.5
5 Discussion
When viewed together, the base-case, detailed functionalization and detailed function-
alization/fragmentation scenarios explored in this study reveal interesting features re-
garding the current concept of OA aging. The base-case model has weaknesses due to
its chemical simplicity. It can be criticized for accumulating OA mass in the semivolatile10
regime that is acceptable over the course of a laboratory experiment but may lead to
mass overprediction at atmospherically-relevant timescales. However, the model per-
forms well in CTM evaluations after certain assumptions (i.e. no net effect of aging
on volatility of bSOA) are introduced (Lane et al., 2008; Murphy and Pandis, 2009;
Tsimpidi et al., 2010; Fountoukis et al., 2011). The detailed functionalization scenario15
employs the fundamentals of group contribution theory to approximate the effect on
volatility of adding relevant functional groups to the carbon backbone (Donahue et al.,
2011). This approach results in OA overprediction and O:C underprediction in every
case examined in this dataset and is therefore not likely representing the whole aging
story on its own.20
Fragmentation may be an important process causing overall loss of OA mass for
an ensemble of compounds. However, the specific effect of fragmentation on individ-
ual species may not be to increase volatility, especially for large, reduced compounds.
Adding this chemical pathway to the detailed functionalization scenario decreased OA
mass concentrations to the approximate magnitude predicted by the base-case and25
brought the model into close agreement with the measurements. Because source con-
tributions are variable among the sites and seasons used in this study (Fig. 4), it would
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be fair to hypothesize that this detailed functionalization/fragmentation scheme would
predict bulk OA concentrations reasonably well if used in a large-scale 3-D CTM.
There are other important concerns to be addressed though. First, the base-case
and detailed functionalization/fragmentation models predict very different O:C trends
along a parcel trajectory. Fragmentation acts as a sink for moderately oxidized com-5
pounds in removing them from the particle phase through volatilization according to
the branching ratio calculated (Eq. 2). Reduced compounds are not as susceptible to
this process so they provide an additional source for aerosol mass at lower O:C. With a
source and sink in place, a trend similar in behavior to a pseudo-steady-state develops
and O:C stays relatively constant along a parcel trajectory. The base case does not10
include a fragmentation sink, and thus accumulation of O:C and OA mass is evident as
air parcels age. The second concern addresses apportionment of OA to its sources, an
important issue to understand when recommending, adopting and enforcing air qual-
ity standards. Figure 4 reemphasizes the relative agreement between the base case
and detailed functionalization/fragmentation case, especially when compared to the15
enhanced OA mass concentrations for the detailed functionalization case alone. How-
ever, this gross agreement is not always achieved for the same reasons. For example,
although the Mace Head winter case shows similar fractional contribution among the
source categories isolated by the model for the base case and detailed functionaliza-
tion/fragmentation case, the summertime Finokalia illustrates high discrepancy, where20
the bSOA contributes 65% of the OA mass to the system when it is aged, while it
makes up only 30% for the base case model configuration. In fact, most sites show this
rough doubling of the fractional contribution of biogenic SOA to the total when aging
is explicitly accounted for with the 2-D-VBS approach. Biogenic SOA dominates over
traditional sources of SOA (e.g. toluene, xylene, alkenes, alkanes, etc.) for all summer-25
time scenarios when fragmentation is treated similarly for both surrogates. In most
cases though, summer and winter, more than half of the total OA mass is predicted
to originate from anthropogenic sources, which includes traditional SOA, intermediate
volatility SOA, semivolatile SOA and POA. There are also uncertainties about the role
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of NOx (anthropogenic) in enhancing bSOA growth. Above all it is important for pol-
icy applications to have an understanding of how much ambient OA loadings can be
reduced by reducing anthropogenic emissions.
6 Conclusions
This work presented the continued development and evaluation of the 2-D-VBS frame-5
work with ambient observations from the EUCAARI campaign. The model was eval-
uated for its ability to predict OA mass concentrations and O:C at two remote sites
and one suburban site for two seasons. The base-case aging configuration, which em-
ployed a simplified functionalization scheme designed only to reduce the volatility of
organic species by one decade in saturation concentration upon gas-phase OH oxi-10
dation, predicted OA concentrations moderately well (fractional error ≤40%, fractional
bias ≤ ±35%) for all sites except Mace Head in the winter time. O:C was predicted well
at all sites, especially given the variability in O:C seen at each site throughout the year.
Two other schemes were developed to explore the roles of more detailed parameter-
izations of functionalization and fragmentation processes. The detailed functionaliza-15
tion case overpredicted OA concentrations at all sites and underpredicted O:C ratios
considerably. This is a direct result of the assumed shift of −1.75 in log10C∗ for every
functional group added. With functionalization and fragmentation invoked for all SOA
species (including biogenic SOA), the model predicted less OA mass concentrations
than the base case and the detailed functionalization case. Statistically, this scheme20
showed the best performance for OA mass concentration predictions during the sum-
mer. However, it performed worse than the base-case scheme at predicting O:C. It is
possible that some other process not present in this model contributes to the enhanced
degree of oxygenation seen at photochemically intense, remote sites like Finokalia.
Heterogeneous reaction with OH in the particle phase, and aqueous-phase produc-25
tion of oxalic acid from glyoxal and methylglyoxal were both explored to try to close the
gap in O:C predictions of the functionalization/fragmentation scheme. Heterogeneous
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reactions (an upper bound parameterization) enhanced O:C by continuing to oxidize
particle-bound species, but also served to decrease OA concentrations during several
periods due to fragmentation and evaporation out of the particle phase. Aqueous-phase
production of oxalic acid did not produce enough highly oxygenated OA to close the
modeled/measurement gap in O:C either.5
Further understanding of the full OA aging mechanism is important for fundamental
understanding of OA atmospheric chemistry but also policy decision making. The 2-
D-VBS is a useful conceptual framework for organizing atmospheric organic chemistry
into a relatively concise picture. It is also readily evaluated with physical observations
of ambient and laboratory particles through the use of the AMS and thermodenuder.10
However, large uncertainties still loom for this approach, including the parameterization
for the functionalization/fragmentation branching ratio and the nature of the chemistry
that may be occurring in the particle phase. Future laboratory work is needed to reduce
these uncertainties and identify other processes that could account for the high degree
of oxygenation seen in summertime Finokalia where transport times are long and pho-15
tochemistry is substantial. In general the 2-D-VBS space is a great utility for exploring
these uncertainties as lessons learned from laboratory studies are connected to field
observations.
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Table 1. Stoichiometric yields∗ for the functionalization kernel applied to all species in the 2-D-
VBS upon hydroxyl radical reaction.
∆log10C
∗ −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1
+3 Os 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.02
+2 Os 0.05 0.15 0.20 0.10
+1 O 0.06 0.15 0.09
∗ Product yields are on a carbon mass basis.
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Table 2. Example stoichiometry for oxidation of organic vapor with O:C=0.4 and C∗ =
10 000µgm−3.
O:C log10C
∗
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4
0.9 0.004 0.010 0.018 0.010 0.004a
0.8 0.022 0.043 0.087 0.043 0.022
0.7 0.048 0.143 0.191 0.096
0.6 0.038 0.078 0.093 0.040
0.5 0.040 0.099 0.059
0.4 ROGb
a Yields are on a total mass basis. The sum is equal to 1.2.
b Carbon number inferred from group contribution methods is 7.2.
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Table 3. Organic mass concentration (µgm−3) performance metrics for all simulations.
Season Site Model Meas. Sim. Fract. Fract. r RMSE
Run Avg Avg Error Bias
Summer Finokalia Base case 3.07 3.67 0.18 0.14 0.37 0.80
Func. 6.38 0.69 0.69 0.45 3.43
Func./Frag. 2.66 0.16 −0.15 0.40 0.57
Cabauw Base case 3.18 3.90 0.24 0.20 0.02 1.02
Func. 5.32 0.50 0.50 0.31 2.34
Func./Frag. 2.70 0.19 −0.16 0.21 0.70
Mace Head Base case 1.43 2.06 0.35 0.35 0.59 0.71
Func. 2.68 0.60 0.60 0.43 1.31
Func./Frag. 1.32 0.16 −0.08 0.55 0.28
Winter Finokalia Base case 1.33 1.77 0.31 0.24 0.73 0.60
Func. 2.17 0.47 0.47 0.63 0.91
Func./Frag. 0.95 0.34 −0.34 0.60 0.42
Cabauw Base case 1.56 2.31 0.39 0.35 0.36 0.97
Func. 3.99 0.85 0.85 0.48 2.57
Func./Frag. 2.42 0.41 0.41 0.48 1.01
Mace Head Base case 1.92 4.34 0.88 0.84 0.49 2.91
Func. 6.83 1.18 1.17 0.25 5.42
Func./Frag. 3.70 0.80 0.73 0.18 2.53
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Table 4. O:C performance metrics for all simulations.
Season Site Model Meas. Sim. Fract. Fract. r RMSE
Run Avg Avg Error Bias
Summer Finokalia Base case 0.80 0.62 0.25 −0.25 0.43 0.18
Func. 0.34 0.79 −0.79 0.51 0.45
Func./Frag. 0.35 0.77 −0.77 0.58 0.44
Cabauw Base case 0.54 0.57 0.05 0.05 0.93 0.03
Func. 0.32 0.50 −0.50 0.94 0.22
Func./Frag. 0.30 0.57 −0.57 0.93 0.24
Mace Head Base case 0.53 0.61 0.15 0.15 0.42 0.09
Func. 0.35 0.40 −0.40 0.65 0.18
Func./Frag. 0.33 0.46 −0.46 0.61 0.20
Winter Finokalia Base case 0.49 0.66 0.28 0.28 0.25 0.17
Func. 0.37 0.28 −0.28 0.34 0.12
Func./Frag. 0.35 0.35 −0.35 0.37 0.15
Cabauw Base case 0.34 0.34 0.14 −0.01 0.04 0.05
Func. 0.26 0.28 −0.28 0.16 0.09
Func./Frag. 0.21 0.46 −0.46 0.22 0.13
Mace Head Base case 0.58 0.47 0.24 −0.21 −0.35 0.14
Func. 0.31 0.60 −0.60 −0.36 0.28
Func./Frag. 0.27 0.72 −0.72 −0.30 0.32
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Table 5. Effects on model-predicted OA mass and O:C when accounting for condensed-phase
chemistry.
Season Site Detailed Heterogeneous Aqueous-Phase
Functionalization/ OH Uptake SOA Formation
Fragmentation
OA Concentration [µgm−3] (O:C)
Summer Finokalia 2.66 (0.35) 2.73 (0.46) 2.67 (0.35)
Cabauw 2.70 (0.30) 2.43 (0.37) 2.71 (0.31)
Mace Head 1.32 (0.33) 1.17 (0.41) 1.34 (0.36)
Winter Finokalia 0.95 (0.35) 0.72 (0.40) 0.96 (0.37)
Cabauw 2.42 (0.21) 2.26 (0.23) 2.44 (0.24)
Mace Head 3.70 (0.27) 3.38 (0.29) 3.75 (0.29)
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Fig. 1. Model-measurement agreement for OA mass concentrations (left column) and O:C (right 
column) at all three observation sites for both summer and winter seasons. Each row corresponds 
to a specific model implementation: base case (top row), detailed functionalization case (middle 
row), and functionalization plus fragmentation case (bottom row). 
Fig. 1. Model-measurement agreement for OA mass concentrations (left column) and O:C
(right column) at all three observation sites for both summer and winter seasons. Each row
corresponds to a specific model implementation: base case (top row), detailed functionalization
case (middle row), and functionalization plus fragmentation case (bottom row).
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Fig. 2. Modeled volatility distributions as a function of effective saturation concentration for 
parcels arriving at Cabauw, Netherlands during the summer episode. The data is an average over 
all simulation days during the campaign. 
Fig. 2. Modeled volatility distributions s a functi n of effective saturation concentration for
parcels arriving at Cabauw, Netherlands during the summer episode. The data is an average
over all simulation days during the campaign.
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Fig. 3. Average modeled O:C distribution as parcels approach Finokalia in the summer time. The 
x-axis corresponds to time along the trajectory approaching Finokalia (parcels are initialized at t 
= 1 and arrive at the site at t = 71 hours). Four scenarios are shown: a) base case, b) detailed 
functionalization, c) detailed functionalization/fragmentation and d) detailed functionalization/ 
fragmentation with heterogeneous chemistry via OH uptake. Parcels arrive at 1 pm local time. 
The gray line indicates the concentration-weighted O:C ratio for bulk organic aerosol predicted 
by the 2D-VBS model. The dashed black vertical lines indicate midnight during the trajectory. 
Fig. 3. Average modeled O:C distribution as parcels approach Finokalia in the summer time. The x-axis corresponds
to time along the trajectory approaching Finokalia (parcels are initialized at t = 1 and arrive at the site at t = 71 h).
Four scenarios are shown: (a) base case, (b) detailed functionalization, (c) detailed functionalization/fragmentation
and (d) detailed functionalization/fragmentation with heterogeneous chemistry via OH uptake. Parcels arrive at
01:00 p.m. LT. The gray line indicates the concentration-weighted O:C ratio for bulk organic aerosol predicted by the
2-D-VBS model. The dashed black vertical lines indicate midnight during the trajectory.
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Fig. 4. Simulation average OA mass concentrations resolved by source class. Data on white 
backgrounds are for summer scenarios while shaded backgrounds indicate winter scenarios. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Simulation average OA mass concentrations resolved by source class. Data on white
backgrounds are for summer scenarios while shaded backgrounds indicate winter scenarios.
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